Standardized abnormal interpretation and cancer detection ratios to assess reading volume and reader performance in a breast screening program.
To determine the relationship between annual screening volume and radiologist performance in the Screening Mammography Program of British Columbia, Canada. Standardized abnormal interpretation ratios and standardized cancer detection ratios were constructed for 35 readers with at least 3 years of experience with the Screening Mammography Program of British Columbia. The ratios were used to compare individual reader performance with the mean program performance after adjustment for the age and screening history (first versus subsequent screening examinations) of the women who underwent screening. The mean standardized abnormal interpretation ratio was better for readers of 2,000-2,999 (n = 8) and 3,000-3,999 (n = 9) screening mammograms per year than for those of less than 2,000 (n = 9) and 4, 000-5,199 (n = 9) screening mammograms per year. Differences in the mean standardized abnormal interpretation ratios were significant (P <.05) between the readers of less than 2,000 and of 2,000-2,999 screening mammograms per year, between readers of less than 2,000 and of 3,000-3,999 screening mammograms per year and between readers of 3,000-3,999 and of 4,000-5,199 screening mammograms per year. The mean standardized cancer detection ratio improved gradually with increasing annual volume, but the differences between groups were not statistically significant. Five of the eight readers of 2,000-2, 999 mammograms were reading 2,475 or more screening mammograms per year. Standardized abnormal interpretation ratios and standardized cancer detection ratios provide a method of comparing two important performance measures in a screening program. A minimum of 2,500 interpretations per year is associated with lower abnormal interpretation rates and average or better cancer detection rates.